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This paper introduces the aerosol, clouds, convection and precipitation (ACCP) program
that is currently in the process of defining a number of measurement objectives for NASA
that are to be implemented toward the end of the current decade. Since a (solar) visible-
shortwave infrared (VSWIR) spectrometer is being considered as part of the ACCP
architecture, illustrations of the different ways these measurements will contribute to
this program and how these measurements can be expected to advance the science
objectives of ACCP are highlighted. These contributions range from 1) constraining cloud
radiative process and related estimates of radiative fluxes, 2) scene discrimination, 3)
providing aerosol and cloud optical properties, and 4) providing other enhanced
information such as the phase of water in clouds, and total column water vapor. The
spectral measurements also offer new capabilities that will further enhance the ACCP
science such as the discrimination of dust aerosol and the potential for the vertical profiling
cloud droplet size in shallow clouds. The areas where the maturity of approaches is lacking
is also highlighted as a way of emphasizing research topics to be a focus in the
coming years.
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INTRODUCTION

The reflection of sunlight by Earth to space is a process that exerts a basic control on Earth’s climate
through the way Earth differentially scatters and absorbs solar energy from place to place which is a
basic forcing of the transport of heat poleward. The scattered sunlight also influences Earth’s climate
through the processes it shapes in the form of feedbacks that principally control the responses to
external forcings of the climate system. Insights about these processes are encoded in the spectral
nature of the reflected solar radiation to space. On a very gross Earth-system level, the relevance of
spectrally resolved measurements of reflected sunlight is underscored in the example of Figure 1fig1
from Stephens et al. (2015). It offers a commentary on an observational quirk about the broadband
albedo of planet Earth in that each hemisphere reflects exactly the same amount of sunlight (von der
Haar and Suomi, 1969; Stephens et al., 2015). This curious symmetry is not replicated by current state
of the art Earth systemmodels (e.g Haywood et al., 2016; Stephens et al., 2016).While the total energy
reflected back to space from each hemisphere of Earth is the same, the details are quite different
between hemispheres as revealed in the spectral nature of this reflected energy observed by
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SCHIAMACHY shown in Figure 1. The Northern Hemisphere
has less visible reflection due to a smaller cloud contribution but
more SWIR reflection from greater land areas. Conversely the
Southern Hemisphere reflects proportionally more at shorter
visible wavelengths than in the SWIR do to the larger cloud
cover of that hemisphere. These spectral differences hint at how
both land and clouds contribute in different ways to the reflection
by each hemisphere, hinting at a broad insight on processes that
govern the planetary albedo. This is a simple illustration of the
way spectral measurements provide a way of deciphering how
different reflecting surfaces and scattering media contribute to the
total spectrally integrated energy reflected to space.

Also encoded in the spectral properties of reflected sunlight is
important information about the scatterers themselves. The
retrieval of cloud optical properties using measurements of
reflected sunlight, for example, has a relatively long history
(e.g. Stephens and Kummerow, 2007 and references therein)
with the bi-spectral reflectance method of Twomey and Seton
(1980) being mature and now applied to measurements across a
number of different satellite sensors. Surface measurements of
spectral transmittance have also been used to deduce properties of
aerosol for more than a century (e.g. Stephens, 1994; O’Neil et al.,
2003) while satellite measurements of spectral reflectance provide
the means to deduce properties of aerosol, such as their optical
properties classified in terms of fine and coarse mode over ocean
(e.g. Kaufman et al., 1997; Levy et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2015) or
over land (e.g. Yan et al., 2019; Yan et al., 2021). In addition, UV
reflected radiation is sensitive to both aerosol scattering and
absorption which makes it possible to deduce both total
aerosol optical depth (AOD) and absorption properties
expressed as single scattering albedo (Ahn et al., 2014). Still
other important information lies in the spectral reflectance as
described below.

The purpose of this paper is to expand on the different ways
measurements of spectrally resolved VSWIR reflectances serve a

number of emerging Earth science objectives in the coming
decade. The paper begins with a brief introduction to the
Aerosol, clouds, convection and precipitation (ACCP) program
that is currently in the process of defining a number of
measurement objectives for NASA to be implemented toward
the end of the current decade. The full complement of sensor
measurements planned for ACCP, and the advantages of
combining the different information from these sensors, is not
discussed in any detail and is to be a topic of a future paper. This
paper focuses specifically on the different ways a VSWIR
spectrometer that is being considered as part of the ACCP
architecture is expected to contribute to this program and can
be expected to advance the science objectives of ACCP. These
range from 1) constraining cloud radiative process and related
estimates of radiative fluxes described in more detail below in
Top-of-Atmosphere Radiative Effects, 2) scene discrimination, 3)
providing aerosol and cloud optical properties, and 4) providing
other enhanced information such as the phase of water in clouds,
total column water vapor (TCWV), particle size profiles in
shallow clouds among other properties discussed.

THE AEROSOL, CLOUDS, CONVECTION
AND PRECIPITATION DESIGNATED
OBSERVABLE PROGRAM
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine
conducted the 2017–2027 decadal survey of Earth Science and
Applications from Space and produce a series of
recommendations in the report (NAS, 2018). This was the
second such Earth science survey and it converged to a final,
small set of science, applications and observing system priorities
starting from a large number of community-provided inputs.
Emerging from these were a set of five designated observables
(DO’s) declared to be of highest priority for the decade and NASA
has commenced in developing these observable
recommendations into missions.

Observations of aerosol and separately observations of clouds
and convection and precipitation were two recommended
designated observables. It was recognized from the outset that
science of each significantly overlap. Cloud feedback was a
preeminent issue considered by the climate panel and
convection and precipitation measurements were deemed
essential to advance understanding and prediction of moist
convection and its influence on weather and extremes.
Observations of aerosol were also a high priority to climate
science due to their influence on climate forcings as well as on
clouds and precipitation. The relation between aerosol and air
quality was further considered to be a pressing
environmental risk.

The two designated observable recommendations, aerosol (A)
and clouds, convection and precipitation (CCP), were
subsequently combined into a single study (hereafter ACCP)
to define the measurement strategy to advance the observations
under these topic areas. ACCP is largely a process focused effort
that has a number of integrative elements including, 1) a wider
exploitation of the existing and planned instruments and satellites

FIGURE 1 | The hemispheric averaged spectral reflection measured by
SCIAMACHY that highlighting the nature of the difference in spectral reflection
between these two hemispheres (adapted from Stephens et al. (2015)).
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in the program of record (POR) particularly the spectral imagery
from the current ring of geostationary satellites, 2) new
spaceborne architectures framed around advanced spaceborne
lidar and Doppler radar, 3) an active effort to develop multi-
sensor approaches that combine supporting measurements from
the active systems with measurements from a polarimeter, the
VSWIR spectrometer, and microwave radiometer, 4) an
integrated sub-orbital program and 5) a desire to link directly
to modeling and analysis systems. The program is defined around
eight interconnected science objectives that focus on processes
central to low cloud feedbacks (O1), high cloud feedbacks (O2),
convective processes (O3), cold cloud and precipitation processes
(O4), aerosol property (O5), aerosol process evolution (O6), and
aerosol direct (O7) and indirect (O8) forcing.

The measurement approach of ACCP currently under
development is formulated around active profiling capabilities
provided by a high spectral resolution lidar (HSRL) and multi-
frequency Doppler radar. These active sensors will continue the
data records started by a number of NASA missions including
CloudSat, CALIPSO, TRMM and GPM as well as the ESA
mission EarthCARE (e.g. Illingworth et al., 2015).

Table 1 below offers an abbreviated overview of the principal
geophysical variables that are to be derived from a VSWIR
spectrometer, their relation to ACCP objectives and their
relationship to other candidate ACCP instruments. A VSWIR
spectrometer contributes to ACCP geophysical measurement
capabilities in four distinct ways: 1) the spectra add
information content to other observations where they overlap;
2) the spectrometer adds both swath and an imaging capability
for both context and cloud property mapping; 3) they offer new
potential capabilities highlighted in the examples of particle
profiling below and 4) the spectral information offers an
important way to constrain estimates of cloud broad band

radiation fluxes and radiation kernels at a resolution much
finer than that of the current program of record exemplified
by CERES (e.g. Wielicki et al., 1996).

VSWIR SPECTROMETRY IN THEACCPERA

Two very similar-in-capability spectrometer concepts were
offered in response to a request for information that was
solicited from the community. The concepts being considered
are relatively mature. One has roots in design for a 6U cubesat
application while the other is from a provider who has already
demonstrated the measurements of spectral solar irradiance on a
6U cubesat (Figure 2). Spectral measurements of reflection have
also been demonstrated with instruments on micro-satellites.
Zhang et al. (2018), for example, describe the vicarious
calibration of two spectrometers on two 50 kg microsatellites
(SPARK-01 and 02). The credible expectation for ACCP is that a
hyperspectral solar measurement implementation ought to be in
the form of a small class sensor. In the coming years, the
CLARREO pathfinder (CPF; Shea et al., 2020) plans to
provide traceable, accurate spectra by direct solar calibration;
see Kopp et al., (2017) against which other observing systems
would be benchmarked. The characteristics of the proposed
ACCP spectrometer is expected to largely duplicate those of
the CPF.

Although the spectrometry being discussed in this paper has
considerable space heritage, not all applications offer the same
degree of ‘science maturity’, a point emphasized below especially
in Top-of-Atmosphere Radiative Effects. Table 2 is a summary of
like-sensors flown on Earth orbiting satellites, both current and
planned. This table is not meant to be a complete review of all
such sensors flown, for example its doesn’t include OCO-class

TABLE 1 | Geophysical variables that are to be derived from solar spectrum and their relation to ACCP objectives.

Geophysical variable ACCP objectives Comments/Relationship to other

Cloud droplet effective radius O1, O6, O7, O8 • mature algorithms provide re over the full swath complementing narrow swath polarimeter estimates
• spectra offer potential to derive in-cloud re profile thereby reducing uncertainty in cloud droplet number

concentration and LWP
Cloud optical depth O1, O2, O6, O7, O8 • high spatial resolution (∼0.5 km) improves non-uniformity bias in the larger footprint of the polarimetry
Cloud liquid water path O1, O8 • derived from the re and tau

• spectra reduces uncertainty relative to imagery and profiles remove biases inherent to use of cloud top particle
sizes

Cloud phase O4 • cloud phase derived across broad swath compliments narrow swath lidar and polarimeter information
Cloud top pressure N/A • needed to derive cloud radiative effects

• mature techniques using O2 A-band absorption
• swath complements nadir lidar measurements

Areal cloud fraction O1, O4, O7, O8 • spectra increase accuracy relative to imagery by improved scene discrimination
• high spatial resolution provides improved cloud boundaries compared to polarimeter and the imagery of the POR.

Aerosol optical depth O3, O5, O6, O7, O8 • spectra increase capability of aerosol typing and aerosol property retrievals
• swath complements nadir lidar and polarimeter measurements

Aerosol finemode optical depth O5, O6, O7, O8 • mature algorithms (e.g. MODIS) use spectral information to partition fine and coarse mode AOD.
Aerosol effective radius O3, O5, O6, O7, O8 • spectra provide erosol size information
Cloud radiative effects O2, O4 • provides means to deduce broadband radiative effects by constraining bottom up deductions for broad band

fluxes. Also provides much tighter constraints of radiation kernel estimates
Column water vapor O1 • central to key questions related to convective initiation and aggregation

• May help with understanding humidification effects on erosol retrievals near clouds
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spectrometry. The characteristics of sensors already flown and
expected to be in orbit in the coming ACCP decade are noted. It
should be remarked that implementation of the measurement in
the form of micro-sat or cube-sat sensors have much less heritage
and how these sensors mature in the coming decade remains
uncertain.

THE SPECTRAL CHARACTER OF EARTH’S
REFLECTED RADIATION

The following discussion provides background to highlight how
different components of the Earth system are manifest in solar
reflection spectra thereby hinting at how information about these
components might be gleaned from measurements of such
spectra and exploited in the ACCP era. Extracting this

information in many cases is mature, being demonstrated
either with observations obtained from sensors on present day
orbiting satellites, spectrometers flown on aircraft observations,
or both. In some other cases described, the information extraction
is less mature, more heuristic in nature and requires further
development in the coming years.

Earth’s Land Surface as a Source of
Atmospheric Aerosols
The VSWIR spectral region carries rich information about
surface composition, and airborne hyperspectral reflection
measurements have been used in mineralogical exploration for
decades (e.g. Kruse et al., 1993; Clark et al., 2003). It is no accident
this measurement is a central tool of another recommended DO:
the Surface Biology and Geology (SBG) investigation that targets
observables spanning snow and glacier albedo, rock and soil
properties, vegetation canopy chemistry, and much more
(Schimel et al., 2020).

Knowledge of the mineral composition of atmospheric dust
exemplifies the direct connection between the land surface and air
advanced with hyperspectral reflection measurements. This
knowledge is also essential to our understanding of climate
forcing, dust downwind impacts on clouds and air-quality,
and dust biogeochemical feedbacks and thus relevant to a
range of ACCP goals. Dust mineralogical content may also
provide clues for understanding the mechanisms behind dust
variability and continental provenance (Sokolik et al., 2001).
Conventional aerosol retrievals at a few selected wavelengths
are designed for retrieving the aerosol optical depth and some
information on the particle size (such as fine fraction or
Angstrom exponent as noted above; Anderson et al., 2005;
Levy et al., 2005; Levy et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2020).
Multiangle and polarimetric retrievals add information on dust
shape and wavelength-dependent refractive indices
(Dubovik et al., 2019), however, the spectral resolution is not
sufficient to determine actual dust mineral composition.

To underscore this point and the further potential relevance
to ACCP, the spectral properties of different minerals known
to represent the composition of dust are shown in Figure 3A.

TABLE 2 | VSWIR spectrometer systems either flown on or proposed for Earth orbiting satellites.

Satellite sensor Spatial res @ nadir (km) Swath width (km) Spectral range (nm) Spectral resolution Radiometric
uncertainty

Availability

GOME 40 × 320 960 240–790 0.2–0.4 2–5% 1996–2011
GOME-2 40 × 80 (Metop-A) 960 240–790 0.2–0.4 2–5% 2006-Present

40 × 40 (Metop-B) 2012-Present
SCIAMACHY 32 × 215 1,000 240–2,380 0.24–1.48 2–4% 2002–2012
Hyperion 0.03 × 0.03 7.75 356–2,577 10 3–5% 2000–2017
CSIMa n/a n/a 200–2,800 1–35 nm <0.5% 2019-Present
SPARK 0.05 × 0.05 100 400–1,000 ∼<5 >∼4% 2016–2017
TRUTHS 0.04 × 0.04 40 320–2,450 5–10 0.3% 2026
CLARREO PF 0.5 × 0.5 100 320–2,300 6 0.3% 2022
EMIT 0.06 × 0.06 72 380–2,500 ∼7 <5% 2021
SBG** 0.03 × 0.03 TBD 380–2,500 10 <5% Under study

aCSIM is a solar pointed spectrometer measuring spectral solar irradiance. **Values are provisional.

FIGURE 2 | Early results from CSIM-FD comparing the solar spectral
irradiance measured by both TSIS-1 and CSIM. Both instruments have their
pre-launch spectral irradiance calibrations tied to a cryogenic radiometer. The
preliminary agreement is with an absolute SSI differences <1% between
400 – 2,400 nm (from Stephens et al. (2020)).
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The measurement of these spectra is central to the Earth
Surface Mineral Dust Source Investigation (EMIT) mission
that seeks to quantify dust source emission from the surface
(Green et al., 2020). As Figure 3B indicates the composition of
airborne dust is, however, non-uniform exemplified by the
large variability of estimated iron oxide fraction in dust and
thus a priori not readily approximated with simple
composition models as widely used today. Apart from their
utility for geology or ecology, the unique spectra of surface
materials in the VSWIR range, exploited by EMIT, provide
powerful statistical constraints on measured radiance and
form a backstop against which one can disambiguate
atmospheric effects.

Theoretically, smooth spectral scattering features of the light
scattered by aspherical size-distributed atmospheric dust can be

separated from the sharp spectral features that characterize the
mineral absorption features of Figure 3A. The ability to
determine the mineralogical composition of airborne dust has
been demonstrated with hyperspectral Hyperion satellite
observations of a dust storm near the Bodélé Depression in
Chad (Chudnovsky et al., 2009; Chudnovsky et al., 2011),
which used the longest part of the SWIR (2080–2,380 nm), in
particular, where the atmosphere is transparent, optical
properties are stable, and absorption features of hydroxyl-
bearing minerals, sulfates, and carbonates are most pronounced.

Earth’s Atmosphere
Water Vapor
Atmospheric water vapor is of critical importance to most to the
ACCP objectives, through its influence on clouds, convection as

FIGURE 3 | (A) The spectral structure of dust forming minerals. (B) The fractional contribution of iron oxides in dust.
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well as in modifying aerosol optical properties (e.g. Wu et al.,
2018, Zu et al., 2019). High quality water vapor data products
are currently available from many satellite sensors operating in
various wavelength regions. Each sensor has its specific
advantages and limitations in terms of spatio-temporal
resolution, coverage, capability and instrument sensitivity. An
extensive overview of satellite measurements of water vapor can
be found in Schröder et al. (2018). Multi-band water vapor
absorption is a dominant spectral feature of the SWIR spectrum
and its presence has significantly shaped many remote sensing
methods, either explicitly by using the absorption features, or
implicitly by avoiding these features entirely. The retrieval of
total column water vapor (TCWV) from SWIR reflectance
measurements is one example where the absorption is used
directly. The approach to estimate the TCWV can be regarded
as mature, exemplified by the column water vapor products of
MODIS (e.g. Gao and Kaufman, 2003) MERIS (Diedrich et al.,
2015) and GOME (e.g. Grossi et al., 2015). These measurements
are especially pertinent over land where microwave
measurements fail and the information is also more
decisively weighted to the boundary layer (e.g. Christi and
Stephens, 2004) than are other column methods of water
vapor retrieval. Another important advantage of the VSWIR
measurement of TCWV is that very high horizontal resolution
which provide mesoscale variability of the water vapor field, an
advantage highlighted by the example of Figure 4.

In preparing for the MERIS observations, Diedrich et al.
(2015) developed a multi-band algorithm that they tested
using MODIS data and demonstrated clearly that adding more
spectral information from multiple water vapor bands improved
known biases in the MODIS product limited only to a pair of
channels. Gao and Goetz (1990) and Thompson et al. (2015)
further illustrated how a more refined, better constrained and
accurate estimate is possible when hyperspectral reflectance
measurements of the shape of the H2O absorption bands are
more tightly fitted against forward model calculations.

It is not difficult to appreciate the value of high-spatial-
resolution boundary layer water vapor to the science objectives
of ACCP as it is central to key questions related to convective
initiation and aggregation, to cloud formation and to the
definition of aerosol properties. For example, Figure 4 is a
high-resolution MERIS TCWV field that corresponds to a
high-pressure event occurring in May 9, 2008 over central
Europe (Figure 4A) derived on ∼250 m spatial scale. Evident
is the detection of horizontal convective rolls that appear as quasi-
parallel bands of alternating low- and high-TCWV (Figure 4B).
This distinct PBL moisture structure consists of bands of high
humidity that align parallel to the boundary layer winds obtained
from a numerical weather prediction model and radiosonde data.
Closer examination further reveals that cloud streets observed in
the east extend along bands of maximum TCWV.

Aerosol
Methods for retrieving aerosol properties from spectral reflection
measurements have a long history (e.g. Kaufman et al., 1997;
Remer et al., 2005; Levy et at., 2005). Li et al. (2009) provide a
comprehensive review of different methods for estimating aerosol
optical depth. Most methods require significant amounts of
spectral information beyond that used for aerosol property
retrieval alone (e.g. Lyapustin et al., 2018). For example,
MODIS aerosol algorithms require inputs from several spectral
channels to define the scene. Reflection measurements in the
1.38 μm water band are used to test for the presence of high thin
cirrus that, when unaccounted for, contaminates retrievals. Dust
is further identified using reflection differences between at 0.47
and 0.66 μm and aerosol properties are then derived by matching
reflections in several other spectral channels to model-based look
up tables (e.g Remer et al., 2005). Clear sky screening of the
observations, critical to any aerosol retrieval method, also relies
on spectral analyses as does radiance corrections applied to clear
sky radiances, each important components of any surface
property retrieval approach to be used in SBG.

FIGURE 4 | (A),left)MERIS TCWV field overlayed with ERA-Interim wind barbs computed from the mean boundary layer wind field (B), right) TCWV field for the
area of interest as indicated by the red box in the panel to the left. Black areas in the right panel indicate cloudy regions for which no TCWV retrievals are performed
(adapted from Henken et al. (2015)).
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Analysis of data collected from recent airborne field programs
like the FIREX-AQ 2019 is ongoing and information content
assessments of hyperspectral measurements applied to selected
aerosol types, such as dust and smoke, now exist. Furthermore,
methods to retrieve AOD of different species within the same
airmass have been tested against airborne observations (e.g.
Mauceri et al., 2019). Information content analysis of Hou
et al. (2017) demonstrates that there are multiple degrees of
freedom in the signal for retrieval of aerosol properties, and that
this information is improved with observations accumulated over
time with repeat observations that further constrain surface
reflectance. Three examples are presented to highlight these
developments.

1) An example of smoke observed during the recent FIREX-AQ
2019 field campaign by the AVIRIS-C instrument (Green
et al., 1998) onboard of the high-altitude ER-2 aircraft is
demonstrated in Figure 5. A hyperspectral retrieval of aerosol
optical depth (AOD) on the right is shown together with RGB
imagery of smoke on the left, and simultaneously retrieved
surface properties under the smoke in the center of the figure.
The solution for AOD and Surface Reflectance is based on a
simultaneous model inversion of atmospheric and surface
properties (Thomson et al., 2015; Thomson et al., 2019),
permitting aerosol retrievals at high spatial resolution
(<30 m) over heterogeneous terrain without the need for
special scene content such as shadowed or dark vegetation
pixels. The uncertainties of simultaneous AOD and surface
reflectance retrievals of AVIRIS-C observations collected
during the FIREX-AQ have been evaluated and the initial

validation shows a good agreement with collocated
AERONET observations.

2) An example of the information coded in hyperspectral
measurements of African dust is highlighted in Figure 6
taken from the study of Xu et al. (2017). Shown are
spectral Jacobians (the spectral reflection sensitivity) of
dust optical depth associated with four different particle
size ranges of dust (refer to caption). The reflection spectra
exhibit distinct magnitude sensitivities and spectral variability
among different size bins. The spectral sensitivities associated
with these different size ranges of dust merely underscores the
point that information about dust particle size exists in these
measurements.

3) Su et al. (2020) demonstrate how spectral information
constrains surface albedo and thus enhance retrievals of
aerosol optical depth over reflecting surfaces. They apply a
machine learning model to estimate surface albedo in a visible
region derived from reflection measurements at longer near
infrared wavelengths that then results in a significantly
improved ability to the retrieve of AOD over land.

4) Mauceri et al. (2019) also demonstrate the utility of
hyperspectral imagery applied to a machine learning
application of aerosol retrievals and aerosol typing. Eerosol
optical thicknesses for brown carbon, dust and sulfate aerosols
were shown to be derived from hyperspectral imagery
acquired by the AVIRIS-NG instrument. The extraction of
aerosol information from these measurements requires no a
priori information about surface albedo or atmospheric state,
in many ways similar to Su et al. (2020). The model, a neural
network, was trained on atmospheric radiative transfer

FIGURE 5 | AVIRIS-C data acquired over the Williams Flat Fire, August 2019, demonstrating spectroscopic aerosol measurement at high spatial resolution over
heterogeneous terrain. Image courtesy Philip G. Brodrick (Left) Visible radiance channels (Center) Estimated surface reflectance (Right) Estimated aerosol optical
depth at 550 nm.
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simulations with varying aerosol concentration and type,
surface albedo, water vapor and viewing geometries.
Mauceri et al. were able to distinguish and retrieve AOD of
each component with a standard error of better than ±0.05
and used AVIRIS-NG imagery from a recent campaign over
India to demonstrate its performance under high and low
aerosol loadings and different aerosol types (Figure 7). As
expected, retrieval performance was degraded when using
fewer wavelengths and increased measurement uncertainty.
Agreement with independent measurements (MODIS and
AERONET) yielded an RMS closer to 0.1, which included
errors in these independent datasets as well as discrepancies in
spatiotemporal overlap. A related study by Thompson et al.
(2019) adopted a similar palette of three aerosol types
assumed in retrievals using AVIRIS-NG data also obtained
during a campaign in India. Their estimates of total AOT
matched in-situ and remote observations across a wide range
of aerosol loads, confirming the performance of the Mauceri
et al. study. Finally, field data from the FireX AQ campaign
has confirmed sensitivity to optical properties in scenes where
the aerosol compositions were well understood (Brodrick
et al., 2021).

Clouds
The spectral reflection by clouds, especially when viewed through
the lens of hyperspectral VSWIR measurements, contains a
diverse range of information described below. The study of
Gristey et al. (2019) who analyzed both global SCIAMACHY
observations and SCIAMACHY simulated observations offers a
general context for understanding cloud influences on these
spectra. Figure 8 is an example taken from that study and
shows spectra clustered according to surface types (Figure 8A)
and cloud types (Figure 8B). Absent broad-band measurements,
these cloud spectra hint the value for spectra of this type for
defining the broadband reflection from clouds (described below
in Top-of-Atmosphere Radiative Effects) and, more importantly,
how this broadband information changes as cloud properties

change. Figure 8 also hints at the potential wide range of
properties that might possibly be gleaned from these spectra.
Specifically, the different spectral character between ice and water
clouds, evident especially around the 1.6 μm ‘window,’
discriminates water from ice and is the effective basis for
cloud phase detection as described below. Reflection around
the oxygen A-band (∼0.76 μm) has well understood signatures
of cloud top height changes (eg. Fischer and Grassl, 1991). The
spectra themselves effectively discriminate clear sky from cloudy
sky scenes especially in marginal cases, an observation that has
been appreciated for some time and used in modern cloud
clearing methods. Water vapor absorption, apparent in these
spectra, can also be used to extract total column water vapor over
land as described above, and the water vapor absorption around
the 1.38 μm water vapor band provides a method not only for
detecting high thin clouds but also in deducing profiles of ice
cloud properties (Baum et al., 2000, 2005; Meyer and Platnick,
2000; Barnard et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2012). The shape of the
spectra, especially the visible portion contrasted against the SWIR
portion of the spectra, not only offers bulk information about
particle size but also information about the profile of particle size
in shallow clouds (eg. King and Vaughan, 2012).

Cloud -Aerosol Radiative Effects
Figure 9 presents spectra of downwelling irradiance measured
below a cumulus cloud field adapted from Schmidt et al. (2009).
Spectra immediately below cloud and in the gap between clouds
are shown respectively as red and blue lines, and respective model
simulated spectra are represented by symbols. These spectra are
contrasted against a modeled clear sky spectrum without cloud
influences (green). This specific contrast, expressed by the
spectral difference in black, reveals the influence of
neighboring clouds on the spectra measured between them,
and on the aerosol radiative effects there. The spectral
downwelling irradiance at visible wavelengths, less than
about 700 nm, is reduced in the gap regions compared to
the purely clear sky spectra. Although the model simulations

FIGURE 6 | (A) The optical depth of simulated African dust outbreak over the Atlantic in four size bins ranging 0.1–1.0 μm DST1), 1.0–1.8 μm (DST2), 1.8–3.0 μm
(DST3), and 3.0–6.0 μm (DST4) (B) Averaged Jacobians of reflection spectra associated with the case of (A) (after Xu et al., 2017).
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point to the aerosol as being responsible for this reduction, the
reduction is partially compensated by the increased diffuse
downward flux from cloud sides. This increase in diffuse flux is
evident at longer wavelengths where aerosol effects are small (e.g.
wavelengths longer than about 1,000 nm). This set of
measurements highlights how 3D cloud effects on radiative
transfer confound the estimation of aerosol effects in complex
cloudy environments. Although this particular example applies to
downwelling fluxes, reciprocal changes to reflected fluxes will also
occur. Clearly measurements of spectral transmittance in this
example, and by implication spectral reflectance, provide a

greater means to constrain estimates of erosol radiative effects
in fields of clouds.

Quantitative Cloud Retrieval Examples
Many of the methods for deriving cloud properties from spectral
reflectance data, such as the popular bi-spectral methods commonly
applied to radiometer measurements like those provided by
MODIS, are mature and the limitations on properties derived
are, for the most part, well understood, although often difficult
to quantify. As hinted at above, a number of different methods have
been developed to deduce clouds properties from hyperspectral

FIGURE 7 | Standard error for retrieved AOT of 12 individually trained neural networks with varying wavelength bands and a varying amount of simulated AVIRIS-
NG equivalent noise from the test set. (A–C) show the standard error when AOT is varied between 0 and 1. (D–F) show the standard error for AOT between 0 and 0.3
(Mauceri et al. (2019).
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reflectance observations and some examples are presented below
that also include a quantitative assessment of the retrieval
performance based on in situ observations. The general
improvement achieved using hyperspectral measurements for the
standard cloud retrieval problem was quantified by Coddington
et al. (2012) over the spectral range from 300 to 2,500 nm. The
spectrally dependent Shannon information was derived across the
spectrum and used to determine the cumulative information
content in hyperspectral cloud retrievals for nine different cloud
scenes, illustrating the expected improvements by added spectral
coverage and improved resolution.

Bulk Cloud properties
Bulk cloud properties here refer to properties averaged or
weighted over either an unspecified depth of cloud or over the

entire cloud layer. Little vertical profile information is implied
and by far the bulk of the cloud information from almost all
passive methods fall into this category.

Cloud Phase
Spectral reflection differences between water and ice clouds in the
region between 1.4 and 1.8 μm, noted previously (e.g. Figure 8),
serves as the basis of cloud phase detection. This too is a mature
topic dating back to studies in the 1980s (e.g. Pilewskie and
Twomey, 1987) and now formerly implemented as a MODIS
product (Baum et al., 2012). MODIS phase retrieval using limited
near-infrared channels only is, however, limited in its capability
(Riedi et al., 2010) and attempts to improve this information
include adopting complementary thermal infrared bands. Riedi
et al. 2010 developed a joint MODIS -POLDER phase
discrimination approach also in an attempt to improve phase
discrimination ambiguity and they argue this combination is
superior to the discrimination provided by either method
separately. Continuous hyperspectral measurements in the
near-infrared offers a significant step forward improving on
detection making phase discrimination somewhat trivial as the
example of Figure 10 shows. Measurements from an airborne
spectrometer, matched to co-located in situ microphysics
observations (Figure 10A), demonstrate the clear relation
between spectral indices of ice fraction using spectra between
1.4 and 1.8 μm and the appearance of ice (Figures 10B,C,
Thompson et al., 2016).

Cloud Optical Properties
Measurements of spectral sunlight reflected by clouds are inputs for
deducing cloud ‘optical’ properties most commonly expressed as the
cloud optical depth (τ) and droplet or ice crystal effective radius re.
Thismeasurement approach has a relatively long history (e.g. refer to
the review of Stephens and Kummerow, 2007). These particular
properties are minimally required for addressing ACCP O1, O2 and
O8 objectives. It was Twomey and Seton (1980) who introduced the
present widely used bi-spectral reflectance method to estimate these
two cloud variables and Nakajima and King (1990) expanded the
method into an operational algorithm that is the basis of theMODIS

FIGURE 8 | Cluster centroids of top-of-atmosphere reflectance spectra at a spatial scale of 1 km. Ten clusters are shown, separated into (A) surface clusters and
(B) cloud clusters. The cluster centroids are identified from 90,917 computed SCIAMACHY-like reflectance spectra that are re-gridded to a 0.001- micron spectral
resolution. Input for the computations is derived from A-Train satellite observations over West Africa in 2010 (Gristey et al., 2019).

FIGURE 9 | Spectra of measured and modeled downward irradiance
(blue: below cloud gaps, red: below clouds). Solid green is the spectrum in
clear air, and symbols represent modeled spectra with (solid) and without
(open) erosol. The upper spectrum is the difference between the
downwelling irradiance in gap regions and the clear sky cloud free spectrum,
expressed as a percentage of the latter (modified from Schmidt et al. (2009)).
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cloud products nowwidely used. This bi-spectral method is based on
measurements of narrow-band reflectances in two spectral regions
or channels, one at visible wavelengths where reflection varies
principally as a function of τ and a second located within the
near infrared region in which solar radiation is both absorbed and
scattered being influenced by both τ and re. The combination of
measurements thus yields information on the pair of optical
properties, τ and re. These essential aspects of the approach are
conveyed in Figure 11 taken from the study of King and Vaughan
(2012) showing the spectral distribution of Shannon information
content as defined by Rodgers (1998). The Figure 11B expresses the
initial information content above that of some a priori knowledge
associated with cloud top effective particle size rt, cloud base particle
size rb and optical thickness τc for a specific cloud state of rt � 10 μm,
rb � 5 μm, τc � 15, a solar zenith angle of 30o, nadir viewing, a
standard tropical atmosphere and 2% measurement error. Spectral

regions outside the water vapor absorption bands where single
scatter albedo ϖ0 is at a minimum (Figure 11A), like the spectral
region between 2.1–2.4 μm, offer the most information about rt
whereas the regions whereϖ0≈ 1 possessmost information about τc.
There are a number of confounding issues inhernet to the bi-spectral
approach, such as ambiguities introduced by 3D radiative transfer
effects and drizzle (Zhang et al., 2012) and the extent hyperspectal
information helps address these issues will be topics of future
research.

Droplet Number Concentration Nc

Although a number of studies report on approaches to estimate
Nc using spectral reflection measurements (e.g. Grosvernor et al.,
2018), the approaches developed for this property have large
inherent uncertainties being framed around a simple adiabatic
model of cloud properties (e.g. Stephens et al., 2019). It is

FIGURE 10 |Cloud phase results from airborne measurements with (A) cloud particles measured at identical locations, less than 10 min apart by in situ high-speed
imaging with remote imaging spectroscopy above. (B) Red (ice) and green (water) spectra plot of airborne spectrometer measurements of liquid and ice cloud
reflectances. Shown are measured and simulated cloud spectra where details of simulations are described in Thompson et al. (2016). The details of the spectral
reflectances are accurately reproduced. (C) The remotely estimated water fraction of ice (EWTice/EWTall), effectively ice to total water optical depth, derived from
spectra of (B). Each point in the plot is a spectrum from one of five flight lines (“lines 7–11”). Image inserts show direct microscopic images of cloud particles obtained in
situ, confirming the remote classification, adapted from Thompson et al. (2016).

FIGURE 11 | (A) Single scattering albedo of a gamma droplet size distribution with re � 10 μm and effective variance � 0.1 (black line). Also plotted are the relative
spectral response curves of the MODIS channels centered on 0.8, 1.2, 1.6, 2.1and 3.7 μm (blue lines) and the atmospheric transmission of a standard tropical
atmosphere (gray line) (B) Shannon information content of hyperspectral reflectances applied to selected cloud properties (cloud top, base particle size optical depth and
water vapor) where the information content is a measure of that which lies above a priori knowledge (after King and Vaughan, 2012).
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expected that the particle size profiling capability described below
that is offered by hyperspectral measurements, especially when
connected to radar observations that identify drizzle presence
(e.g. Wood et al., 2012), would improve on these restrictive and
empirical retrieval assumptions and thereby improve our ability
to deduce Nc.

Cloud Profile Properties
Cloud Top Pressure (CTP)
Retrieval of cloud top pressure from measurements of sunlight
reflected in the oxygen A-Band is mature, being supported by
several theoretical studies (e.g. Fischer and Grassl, 1991; Kuze and
Chance, 1994), analyses of airbornemeasurements (Henken et al.,
2015), as well as to satellite measurements. MERIS on ENVISAT
provided global A-band measurements and a number of
validation efforts have been developed to support the MERIS
CTP product. With OCO we now have measurements at much
finer spectral resolution than available previously and are now
able to assess and confirm the benefits of such higher spectral
resolution previously posed theoretically.

Understanding the measurement approach and the expected
performances of the different satellite systems is now well
advanced. Figure 12 illustrates this point providing two
different examples of spaceborne estimates of cloud top height.
Figure 12A is a MERIS A-Band cloud top pressure retrieval
assessed against matched under flights of an airborne lidar. The
second example is that using the A-band measurements of OCO
showing low cloud top pressure assessed in this case matched
against CALIPSO lidar observations. The uncertainty of these
CTP estimates is equivalent to about 200 m in both examples.

Low Cloud Particle Size Profiles
A few studies have explored particle-size profile information
primarily based on multi-spectral MODIS observations (e.g.
Platnick, 2000; Chang and Li, 2002). These studies have

explored this capability using the limited spectral capability of
MODIS offering some insights on the capabilities. Despite these
studies, the actual information about particle sizes within and
through the cloud that is contained in spectral data is not well
appreciated. The cloud base particle size information is one form
of expression of this profile information and the results of
Figure 11 suggest the near infrared spectra contain non-trivial
information content relating to rb, provided the measurements
have sufficient absolute accuracy. As Platnick (2000) had shown,
this information maximizes in the region around 1.6 μm which is
a where a significant proportion of photons penetrate to lower
levels provided optical depth are not so large that reflection
becomes invariant to changes in drop size (see also Nakajima
et al., 2010a; Nakajima et al., 2010b). Since the mean optical depth
of oceanic low clouds is less than 15 (e.g. Christensen et al., 2013),
hyperspectral measurements potentially offer a significant
capability for profiling droplet size in low clouds (see below)
of τc<15. However, the accuracy needed to profile to cloud base
according the King and Vaughn is order 1% and howmuch of the
profile can be retrieved practically with VSWIR measurements
from space will require more study.

King and Vaughan (2012) developed a retrieval of the profile
of drop sizes and applied the method to airborne spectrometer
measurements collected during VOCALS. These retrieved
profiles were then evaluated against matched in situ profiles of
cloud drop radius. Figure 13A is an example of two cases showing
the capability for extracting information about microphysics
profiles of low clouds. The in situ profiles each exhibit the
typical increase of re with height whereas the MODIS like bi-
spectral retrieval (indicated as TBLUT) corresponds to the
droplet sizes near to cloud top and being a bulk property then
applies through the entire layer. The difference between the
constant profile vs. a retrieved profile, as highlighted in this
figure, profoundly influences our ability to deduce liquid water
path (LWP) from solar reflection measurements as highlighted in

FIGURE 12 | (A), left) Comparison of POLIS (airborne lidar) and MERIS cloud-top heights. Gray crosses mark cases with presence of cirrus clouds. The one-to-
one line and the regression line are displayed in red and blue, respectively. Lager studies show theMERIS bias can be removed when other information is added (Henken
et al., 2015) (B), middle and right) The CTP retrieval of low clouds from OCO verified against CALIPSO CTP and contrasted against the MODIS IR based estimate
(right). The interquartile range of the difference is ∼30 hPa. The long tail are cases where CALIPSO identified high thin cloud above (Richardson et al., 2019).
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Figure 13B. When applied to all VOCALS-Rex clouds sampled
by aircraft throughout the entire experiment the histogram of
the percentage differences between the retrieved and in situ
values for MODIS-like LWP retrievals vs. that using the
profile-based retrievals made possible with hyperspectral
observations reveals a significant LWP overestimate using
MODIS. Since the MODIS-like retrieval (TBLUT)
corresponds to the larger droplet sizes near cloud top, the
total liquid water path is then overestimated by between 5 and
25% whereas the hyperspectral retrieval of liquid water path
agreed with in situ LWP to within 3% in all but two cases.
Because the results reveal that the magnitudes of this LWP
biases vary considerably, they cannot be simply be corrected by
applying some form of a priori, fixed adiabatic correction to

MODIS-like retrievals. The improvement to LWP retrievals
that profiles of particle size offers was also noted in the studies
of Chen et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2011.

TOP-OF-ATMOSPHERE RADIATIVE
EFFECTS

The need to relate broad band radiative fluxes to the cloud and
aerosol properties obtained from the measurements provided by
different sensors being proposed for ACCP is central to a number
of ACCP objectives. The desire to examine these relationships on
the sub-kilometer to kilometer scale more characteristic of clouds
and aerosol plumes and more typical of the cloud information to
be provided by ACCP measurements, and also exemplified by the
measurements discussed in relation to Figure 9, is a challenge
given that the spatial coarseness of the available single footprint
derived flux data of CERES and proposed for the Libera mission
expected in the ACCP time frame is approximately 20 km.

The ACCP approach to address this challenge is not yet
mature and advancing the approach will be the focus of much
more intense research during the early phases of ACCP. The
approach for shortwave fluxes revolves around use of the VSWIR
spectral radiance measurements combined with radiative transfer
calculations applied to inputs provided by cloud and aerosol
profile information measured by the radar and lidar of ACCP on
the cloud scale. A parallel approach for LW fluxes, not described
here, will also be based on using LW spectral radiance
measurements. The strategy will follow that first proposed by
Barker et al. (2011) for EarthCARE and is to be tested and
evaluated in greater depth using EarthCARE data as it
becomes available after the launch planned for 2023. In
contrast to the EarthCARE approach, which employs
broadband radiances at nadir and two additional angles, the
ACCP concept exploits the spectral radiance measurements at
nadir as a way of tightly constraining the derived fluxes. In a
broad sense, this overall approach that uses atmospheric profile
input is analogous to that developed for the CloudSat flux product
(Hendersen et al., 2013), although on a different spatial scale, as
well as closely following the EarthCARE approach. Both have
been shown to perform similarly to CERES observed fluxes at the
top of atmosphere while also delivering vertical flux profiles and
related radiative heating rates (Barker et al., 2015; Tornow et al.,
2018). Construction of broad band shortwave fluxes from spectral
radiances has also been demonstrated in a few studies, such as in
Doelling et al., 2013 who used geostationary spectral radiances to
derive CERES-like time resolved fluxes and Oyola et al., 2019 who
provide a case study field experiment example combining
airborne HSRL lidar measurements with spectral radiance
imagery to quantify radiative properties of aerosol.

A very preliminary, albeit empirical example of how spectral
radiances can be expected to constrain broad band flux estimates
is provided by Figure 14A. This is an example of the construction
of broadband fluxes from spectral MODIS data. The figure shows
comparison of broadband SW fluxes, globally distributed and
deduced using 11 VSWIR channels of MODIS compared to the
collocated CERES broadband SSF fluxes. In producing this result,

FIGURE 13 | (A) Two examples of in situmeasurements of cloud droplet
radius profiles measured during VOCALS plotted with the corresponding
hyperspectral retrieved profile and contrasted against a two channel MODIS-
like retrieval (vertical lines). Cloud A has a total optical thickness of 13.3
and LWP of 58.0 gm−2. Cloud B has a total optical thickness of 12.4 and a
LWP of 60.8 g m−2. (B) Histogram of the difference between retrieved and
observed total liquid water path using a hyperspectral retrieval and estimations
from a TBLUT retrieval using constant vertical profile (blue line) and adiabatic
(green line) assumptions (King and Vaughan, 2012).
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MODIS Aqua Level 1B calibrated radiances, sub-sampled at
5 km, were co-located with CERES SSF 4.0SW fluxes and with
associated ancillary scene type information. A simple linear
regression of these 11 channels of radiances, binned by fixed
solar zenith angles (SZA), viewing zenith angles (VZA), and
relative azimuthal angle (RAA), was created by regressing these
combined channels against SSF broadband data. The training of
this regression was based on one month of data and then applied
to data collected for different times. The results of the
reconstructed broadband fluxes from the empirical regression
are then compared to the matched CERES SSF. These fluxes
correspond to instantaneous reflected solar fluxes for the local
time of approximately 1,330. The performance of this simple
empirical regression, characterized by the RMSE of 23.7 Wm−2,
is similar to the flux consistency estimated from a MODIS-based
narrow-to-broadband flux conversion (Su et al., 2015) and meets
the requirements of ACCP attached to instantaneous solar fluxes.
These requirements are currently in development and how they
are arrived at is a topic of a future paper. The performance from
this limited, and by design, simple example is consistent with
other analysis developed for EarthCARE (Barker et al., 2011) and
suggests spectral radiances will provide broadband fluxes that
meet not only EarthCARE requirements but also the ACCP
requirements currently under development. Much more work
is needed to refine the approach and quantify uncertainties that
arise across different spatial scales.

Not only does the integration of spectral data provide a
meaningful way of deriving broadband radiances and then
fluxes but more importantly spectral measurements offer a
more direct way of differentiating responses of these fluxes to
changes in aerosol and cloud properties. This is an essential step
in providing meaningful observational constraints either on
aerosol-radiative effects, as highlighted above in the
discussion of Figure 9, or on radiative kernels which

expresses the sensitivity of the fluxes to changes in given
cloud properties and is an important tool in quantitative
analyses of cloud feedback (e.g., Colman, 2003; Zelinka et al.,
2012). Figure 14B underscores this point. It shows the spectral
character of the shortwave cloud radiative effect (SWCRE)
expressed in the form of both spectral reflectance differences
and broadband flux differences both being differences between
reflected radiation from cloudy and clear skies. As in the
example of Figure 14A, the broadband SWCRE values
(provided in the legend inset) are instantaneous at the time
of satellite overpass based on an equator crossing (1,330 local
time). The spectra shown differentiate the clusters of different
cloud types identified previously in Figure 8 and reveal how
differences between the clusters emerge more clearly in the
spectra. This point is emphasized in a number of ways in
Figure 14B. For example, the changes to SWCRE spectra at
visible wavelengths, such as at 0.5 μm, reflects the sensitivity of
the reflected flux to cloud optical depth. The high and low cloud
example, labeled spectra f and h, are of clouds of the same
optical depth and thus same visible SWCRE yet the broadband
SWCRE differ by almost 50 Wm−2. This underscores the point
that factors other than optical depth obviously contribute to this
broadband SWCRE difference. Consequently, the broadband
SWCRE, and changes to it, cannot be expected to be reproduced
from visible measurements alone. Specifically, the spectral
structure of the SWCRE reveals an important sensitivity to
height, through influences of water vapor absorption on it. The
presence of a swing in reflectance around 1.6 μm between water
and ice clouds is indicative of the influence of the
thermodynamic phase of water on cloud particle scattering
discussed above. These positive and negative SWCRE
responses in different parts of the spectrum partly
compensate in the broadband obscuring the sensitivities of
these cloud properties in broadband fluxes. The broadband

FIGURE 14 | (A) A reconstructed broadband TOA solar flux from 11 MODIS channels (ordinate) compared to the CERES SSF flux (abscissa). The correlation is for
one month of global data and applies to all scenes, both cloudy and clear. The fluxes correspond to instantaneous fluxes and the RMSE is similar in magnitude to the
projected RMSE of the SSF flux itself. Results shown here is for all observations over oceans with SZA between 22o and 36o, VZA 12o and 19o, and RAA 2o and 6o. (B)
The mean spectral SWCRE (all sky minus clear) for computed SCIAMACHY- like reflectance spectra belonging to each of the six cloud clusters presented in
Figure 8B. To the right of the colon in the legend is themean broadband SWCRE of the given cluster with one standard deviation (Wm−2). Positive SWCRE represents an
increase in reflected solar radiation when clouds are present (adapted from Gristey et al. (2019)).
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SWCRE from two distinctly different cloud regimes can thus
appear similar, such as in the case of spectra g and i, respectively
associated with ice cloud and thin liquid cloud, while possessing
very different sensitivities to parameters that define them and
the environment in which they form.

SUMMARY

This paper discusses the different ways spectrally resolved
measurements of reflected sunlight can be expected to serve a
number of emerging Earth science objectives in the coming
decade. The paper briefly introduced the aerosol, clouds,
convection and precipitation (ACCP) program currently in the
process of defining a number of measurement objectives for
NASA to be implemented toward the end of the current
decade. A (solar) VSWIR spectrometer is being considered as
part of the ACCP architecture and the different ways these
measurements can be expected to advance the science
objectives of ACCP were summarized (Table 1) and examples
of how the spectral measurements might specifically be used were
presented. These potential uses range from:

1) Determining the composition of dust aerosol: Although
multiangle and polarimetric measurements contain
information on dust shape and wavelength-dependent
refractive indices, the spectral resolution is not sufficient to
determine actual dust mineral composition. Smooth spectral
scattering features of the light scattered by aspherical, size-
distributed atmospheric dust can be separated from the sharp
spectral features that characterize themineral absorption features
in hyperspectralmeasurements which thus offers some capability
for determining the mineralogical composition of dust
simultaneously with underlying surface properties.

2) Determining total column water vapor: Water vapor
absorption is a dominant spectral feature of the near
infrared reflection spectrum. The retrieval of total column
water vapor (TCWV) from reflectance measurements, over
land where microwave measurements fail and for which the
information is more decisively weighted to the boundary
layer, makes spectral SWIR measurements particularly
pertinent to ACCP. Studies have clearly demonstrated that
fitting of spectral SWIR information from multiple water
vapor bands significantly improves on biases in TCWV
products derived from a much more limited channel method.

3) Cloud properties and profiles of cloud microphysics: Existing
methods for deriving cloud properties from spectral

reflectance data, such as the popular bi-spectral methods
commonly applied to radiometer measurements provided
by MODIS, are mature and can be readily adopted to
spectral VSWIR measurements of the type being proposed
for ACCP. The advantage of more spectrally continuous
hyperspectral measurements, however, extends beyond
significant improvement on bulk layer information,
including improved estimates of cloud phase (Cloud Phase)
and more advanced information about the profile of cloud
properties. This in turn directly improves estimates of cloud
water (and ice) content properties (Figures 13A,B).

4) Radiative fluxes and radiative kernels: Although spectral
measurements will provide important constraints to
estimates of broadband fluxes reflected by clouds and
aerosol on the sub-kilometer scale more typical of clouds,
much more work is needed to mature the approach pioneered
under EarthCARE and is being adopted for ACCP including
research to quantify the expected errors, which will
undoubtedly arise not only from 3D effects at such a small
scale but also from other effects. The sensitivity of radiative
fluxes to changes in cloud and aerosol properties on these
same scales, critical in studies of aerosol radiative effects and
cloud feedbacks, are also potentially better resolved in spectra
of reflectances than in the broadband fluxes (refer to
discussions of Figures 9, 14). Quantifying these sensitivities
is an essential step in providing meaningful observational
constraints either on aerosol-radiative effects, as highlighted
above in the discussion of Figure 9, or on radiative kernels
which expresses the sensitivity of the fluxes to changes in
given cloud properties and is a main factor in quantitative
analyses of cloud feedback.
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